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Lookup Directory (LD)
LD Sync (daily, real time, and on demand)
Global GTIN Master data
APIs - LD, notification, EPC update
Sub-second request and response
Automatic negative verification alerts
GS1 short messaging standard
HDA governance
Provider interoperability (all providers
EPCIS interoperability (ATTP, Axway)
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Scan 1D, 2D barcode
Verify serialized packages
Negative verification alert to manufacturers
Initiate product investigation
In-app camera, email
Recall, shelf check, disposition
Brute force attack protection
Full transaction history tracking
Dashboard with 14 KPIs
Mobile responsive
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The increasing amount of investigations,
fueled by rising cargo theft and high-volume
negative verifications, challenge the
industry’s capability to mitigate the functional
impacts as well as regulatory requirements.
Manufacturer, wholesaler, retail pharmacy
need enhanced issue tracking system to
identify, investigate, and reporting suspect
products. Architected with corporate data
security and built with new technologies,
process flows, and collaborative workspace,
LSPediA’s enhanced issue tracking system,
OneScan Investigator, enables a scalable
and sustainable approach to meet and
succeed the FDA’s compliance requirement
and customers’ business requirement.

Investigator provides an effective DSCSA workflow to manage
suspect product investigation and illegitimate drug product
notification. Upon receiving a product notification, Investigator
enables manufacturer to clear an investigation therefore putting
good product back to inventory or conduct suspect/illegitimate
product investigation with in-app email and camera. Built with
FDA compliance 3911 workflow, Investigator facilitates and
keeps full investigation and 3911 reporting history.
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